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1. INTRODUCTION

Bugs are endemic in software and SDN applications (SDN-Apps) are no exception. SDN controllers are fragile: crashes induced by bugs in SDN-Apps can, in the worst case, cripple the entire SDN stack [2, 9]. Crashes of SDN-Apps result in service outages, which is simply a euphemism for loss of revenue. Businesses can lose, for instance, thousands of dollars per minute because of outages [1, 6–8]. We aim, hence, to minimize outages by tolerating SDN-App crashes, even in case of deterministic faults.

Although the SDN community has made progress in terms of designing better (or more robust) SDN-Apps, and in weeding out bugs through sophisticated testing methods, the question of “How do you devise an online technique to safely and systematically circumvent a bug that manifests even in a well-designed and well-tested SDN-App running in a production environment?" remains, largely, under-explored. LegoSDN [2] tackles the problem of SDN-App crashes head-on, offering a framework to rollback the effects of a crashed SDN-App and transform the crash-inducing input to handle deterministic faults. The system, however, blindly regards the last input as crash-inducing and treats SDN-Apps as black boxes. Orthogonal attempts to employ Paxos-style replication, e.g., Ravana [3] and Onix [4], lack support for tolerating deterministic faults.

We treat failures as first-class citizens and, in the event of an SDN-App failure, propose Delorean to provide a quick, safe, online recovery of the SDN-App. At a high-level, the recovery comprises a rollback of both control-plane and data-plane changes, and a transformation of the crash-inducing input—modification of an input event to one or more semantically equivalent but syntactically different input event(s)—to handle even deterministic faults.

Delorean employs symbolic execution (SE) to gain insight into the application logic. Through static analysis, Delorean discovers a set of possible code paths (i.e., path through the source code indicating the control flow for a given input) within the SDN-App along with a set of path conditions (i.e., predicates in a conditional statement, e.g., “if”, that need to be satisfied for the execution to proceed along a given code path). To counter scalability issues of SE, Delorean performs a one-time offline analysis of the SDN-App and persists the output, an execution tree comprising all code paths along with the corresponding path conditions, for later use in an online recovery.

Delorean aims to recover from both deterministic and non-deterministic bugs of SDN-Apps based on the insights provided by SE: Delorean attempts to identify the crash path (code path where the crash happened), and to steer the SDN-App away from the crash path.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

Delorean is a shim layer between the SDN controller and SDN-Apps. The system architecture comprises six modules: App Manager; Symbolic Execution Analyzer (SEA); Crash Cause Analyzer (CCA); Transaction Manager; Transformation Generator; and Recovery Optimizer (RO).

The App Manager records messages exchanged between the SDN-Apps and the controller. The SEA module symbolically executes the SDN-App code to build the execution tree. The Transaction Manager enables rollback of both control-plane and data-plane changes. The Transformation Generator generates transformations based either on heuristics or on predefined rules from the network operator.

Delorean addresses two fundamental challenges: (1) determine the precise input event in the past (referred to as a rollback point) to rollback the control plane and data plane to; and (2) determine the transformations to apply while minimizing both the recovery time and the likelihood of another crash (either during or after a recovery attempt).

2.1 Crash Cause Analyzer (CCA)

Determination of the rollback point requires striking a trade-off between efficiency (time required to complete recovery) and effectiveness (likelihood of a successful recovery): recovery becomes inefficient if we rollback too far, and ineffective if we do not go back far enough. The CCA module tackles this challenge with the insights gained from SE.

Given the the crash path and its path conditions, the CCA module iterates through the history of input events (and state-variable changes) of the crashed SDN-App, in reverse chrono-
logical order, to determine a crash cause. An input event is regarded as a crash cause if (1) it is non-idempotent and modifies one or more state-variables relevant to the path conditions of the crash path, and (2) prior to processing this input the execution of the SDN-App proceeded on a crash-free code path.

2.2 Recovery Optimizer (RO)

The objective of transforming an input event is simply to drive the execution of the SDN-App away from the crash path. Some transformations, however, may be “better” than others. In an effort to increase the likelihood of a successful recovery and minimize recovery time, the RO module considers these “better” transformations before the others. To this end, the RO module ranks transformations using both domain-specific heuristics and empirical observations. For instance, the RO module analyzes each transformation to determine the path overlap between the code path of the transformed input event and that of the crash scenario. Path overlap is defined as the number of branches (involving conditions) in the execution tree of an SDN-App that are common between two code paths. A long path overlap indicates a minimal change in the SDN-App behavior, i.e., on processing the transformed input the SDN-App deviates from the crash path at a (branch) location in close proximity to where the crash happened, while a short path overlap implies the contrary. Delorean ranks the transformations in decreasing order of path overlap in an effort to recover successfully while introducing only a minimal change.

3. METHODOLOGY

After an SDN-App crash Delorean proceeds as follows.
1. The CCA module determines the crash path, by analyzing the history of input events and changes in the SDN-App’s states, and finds the root cause of crash.
2. The transformation generator produces a list of potential transformations of the crash-cause, which are then ranked by the RO module.
3. The transaction manager restarts the SDN-App and restores both the data-plane and control-plane states.
4. The recovery process terminates if the SDN-App processes the transformed events without crashing. Otherwise, the process resumes from Step-3 with the next transformation in the list. After exhausting the transformations of the current crash cause, the system will revert to Step-1 to find another crash cause from an earlier instance of time.

4. EVALUATION

For evaluations, we emulated the data plane using Mininet [5] and used custom Python scripts to setup the topology, generate traffic between hosts, inject failures, as well as collect measurements. Both Mininet and the scripts were run on a Linux (Ubuntu 14.04 LTS) server with 12 processor cores and 16 GB of memory. We used three different SDN-Apps—Learning Switch, Stateful Firewall and Forwarding Module.

Figure 1 compares a wide spectrum of rollback strategies. While LegoSDN always rolls back to the last input, Delorean tries to determine an optimal solution in a principled manner. The random strategy uses an adhoc manner to find the optimal solution.

The results highlight that while a naive rollback to the last event may suffice for simple failures, complex failures require a more principled approach. Unsurprisingly, randomly selecting the rollback point suffices in some cases. Figure 1 indicates that Delorean is better than LegoSDN [2] in efficiently recovering from SDN-App crashes. While not shown here, Delorean also performs better and faster than recovery strategies such as controller reboot or application reboot.

We also measured the time spent in the SE process, and observed that the time does increase with more code paths. We, however, note that Delorean only incurs the cost once per SDN-App; the result of this symbolically analysis is used until the SDN-App’s source code is changed. The mean times were 2.33 s, 2.61 s and 2.78 s for Hub (1 path), Learning Switch (9 paths) and Hedera (13 paths), respectively.

In a nutshell, our preliminary results show that Delorean recovers successfully from a wide range of bug scenarios while related crash-recovery techniques falter in a majority of them.
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